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Abstract— The relevance feedback approach is a power-
ful technique in content-based image retrieval (CBIR) tasks.
Many parametric and non-parametric estimation approaches
to refine user’s query that are based on low-level image fea-
tures have been proposed. Most of them often fail when
the underlying distribution of a user’s target is not clus-
tered in the low-level feature vector space. To address this,
researchers have proposed the use of long-term relevance in-
formation to assist in discovering the semantics of images
in retrieval process. However, these methods are either not
working properly when the number of query results is small
or not concerned about the subjectivity of different user. In
this paper, we propose a SOM-based technique to construct
a vector space which represents the similarities of images
under human perception from long-term relevance informa-
tion. The target distribution of user’s query is then esti-
mated on the newly constructed vector space. Experiments
indicate that retrieval performance is increased when a pa-
rameter estimation approach is used on the newly formed
vector spaced after learning the inter-query relevance feed-
back information.

I. Introduction

With the rapid growth in the volume of digit images,
searching and browsing in a large collection of unanno-
tated images is gaining importance. CBIR systems use
low-level feature extraction methods, such as color, texture
and shape, to index and search for similar images from a
database. Previous systems are based on the one-shot ap-
proach, in which images with the smallest distance to the
query in the feature vector space are retrieved. However,
this approach is difficult to capture user’s need in the re-
trieval process.

The goal of relevance feedback is to learn user’s prefer-
ence from their interaction, and it is a powerful technique
to improve the retrieval result in CBIR. Under this frame-
work, a set of images is presented to the user according to
the query. The user marks those images as either relevant
or non-relevant and then feeds back this into the system.
Based on this feedback, the system estimates user’s prefer-
ence through this learning process.

Most of the current relevance feedback systems are based
on the intra-query approach. In this approach, the sys-
tem refine the query by using feedback information that
the user provided. This learning process starts from ground
up for each query. For example, PicHunter [1] presented a
Bayesian framework to direct a search with relevance feed-
back information. Each image in the database is associated
with a probability that it is the target image of user’s query.
The Bayes’s rule is used to update the probability accord-
ing to user’s feedback information in every iteration. Rui

et al. [8] proposed a weight updating approach to capture
user’s preference on different feature representations of im-
ages. The weight of each feature, its representation and each
dimension is updated by their discriminant power between
the set of relevant and non-relevant images in the current
query. The similarity measure of images is based on the
feature representations and their weights. The intra-query
approach uses the feedback information to estimate user’s
target distribution, but it often fails when the underlying
distribution is not clustered in the low-level feature space.
This is due to the feedback information given by a single
query is limited and unable to provide enough statistical
information about the distribution [10].

Recent research propose the use of inter-query informa-
tion to further improve retrieval result [5] [4]. The relevance
feedback besides providing information about user’s target
distribution, but also a similarity measure of images under
human perception. In this approach, feedback information
from individual users are accumulated to train the system
to determine what images are of the same semantic mean-
ing. Heisterkamp [5] and He et al. [4] applied inter-query
information and latent semantic indexing (LSI) [2] to CBIR.
LSI is a classical document retrieval algorithm. It analyzes
the correlation of documents and terms in the database. In
this approach, previous feedback information are stored in
the system to build the latent semantic index. Each query
result is considered as a document and each image in the
database is consider as a term, thus the correlation of im-
age and different semantic meaning is revealed. However,
these two systems can only retrieve images which have been
marked as relevant in the results of query. Thus, the num-
ber of query results required is large in order to make sure
all images can be retrieved. Moreover, various inter-query
approachs do not concern about the subjectivity of different
users, and the same initial query point always provide the
same query result.

In this paper, we propose to use both inter-query and
intra-query information for modifying the feature vector
space and estimating user’s target distribution. Self-
Organizing Map (SOM) [7] is used to cluster and index the
images in the database. We propose to use the inter-query
information to modify the feature vector space, in which
the SOM of images is stored. This allows for transforming
the images distributions and improving the similarity mea-
sure. Moreover, We present an Expectation Maximization
(EM) [3] [9] approach to estimate user’s target distribution
on the modified feature vector space.
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II. The Basic Framework

A. Image Object Model

We perform a low-level feature extraction on the set of
images {Ii|1 ≤ i ≤ n} in the database, and each image is
then represented by a feature vector in a high dimensional
vector space. We construct and train a SOM M with fea-
ture vectors extracted from the images. After the training,
the model vectors stored in the neurons of M are arranged
to match the distribution of the feature space. The model
vectors stored in the neurons are used to partition the fea-
ture space; as a result, images are grouped into different
neurons according to a minimum distance classifier.

B. Inter-Query Feedback

In various relevance feedback systems, only the intra-
query feedback information is used to estimate the user’s
target distribution. However, a small training data set is
difficult to provide enough statistical information for esti-
mating the underlying distribution and providing good re-
trieval result. If the form of underlying density is known,
the parameters of the density can be estimated classically
by maximum likelihood. However, the underlying distribu-
tion is often not clustered and difficult to assume it to follow
any particular form of density.

In order to address the above difficulties, we use the inter-
query information to modify the feature vector space and
organize the neurons into Gaussian-like distributions. Thus,
an prior form of density can be assumed for user’s target dis-
tribution in the modified feature vector space. The key idea
in inter-query feedback is that a user’s feedback is not only
providing information for optimizing his own query, but also
similarity measure between images in the database in the
sense of human perception. In the proposed approach, we
update the similarity measure between images dynamically
according to the feedback information given by each query.
It is achieved by further training the neurons on the SOM.
Neurons represent relevant images are moved closer to the
estimated user target and those represent non-relevant im-
ages are moved away from the estimated user target.

Figure 1 shows a 2 dimensional feature vector space of
a collection of images with 4 different classes. A SOM is
trained based on the underlying distribution. In analyzing
the image data, images from the same class often form clus-
ters which are sparse and irregular in shape. This makes
the retrieval process more difficult to find target images.
With the help of inter-query feedback information described
above, we organize the feature vector space in a fashion that
ease the retrieval process.

Fig. 1. Inter-query feedback illustration

C. Intra-Query Feedback

Most of the current inter-query relevance feedback sys-
tems use feedback information to refine or modify the sim-
ilarity measure between images only. However, the target
distribution may be different for different users even if their
query points are the same. In order to address this, we use
a intra-query feedback approach to estimate the user’s tar-
get distribution, but the process is performed on the SOM
in the modified vector space instead of the original feature
vector space.

The intra-query relevance feedback process is divided into
two phases, one is learning and the other one is display se-
lection. The estimation is based on EM algorithm, the com-
puter try to figure out a distribution representing user’s tar-
get based on his feedback given. The display selection part
makes use of most informative display. As the computer al-
ready obtained a model describing the distribution of user’s
target, it selects the data located along the boundary of
this model for display in order to get maximum amount of
information from user’s feedback. The derivation of estima-
tion and display selection is described in [9], we present a
modified version here to deal with the SOM trained image
data.

III. Algorithm

A. Initialization

Given the feature vectors of all the images in the
database, we train the SOM with these feature vectors and
the trained SOM represents the underlying distribution of
these feature vectors. The model vectors �mi ∈ M of neu-
rons in the SOM are used to partition the feature vector
space based on the minimum distance classifier, each image
Ii is classified into different groups represented by mk. By
doing so, we reduce the size of data from |I| to |M |, where
|I| and |M | are the number of images and neurons in the
SOM respectively. The similarity measure between images
is then defined as the Euclidean distance between the model
vectors which represent them.

B. SOM Duplication

The relationship between the neurons and the images in
the database depends on the coordinates of the model vec-
tors, any changes on the model vectors of neurons may alter
this relationship. Our proposed approach is to modify the
model vectors in the SOM to update the similarity mea-
sure. Thus, we duplicate another SOM from the original
one. The new SOM contain a set of neurons with model vec-
tors �m′

i ∈ M ′ and has a one-to-one mapping, f : M → M ′,
between the set M and M ′. To obtain the set of images rep-
resented by model vector �m′

i, we can get the original model
vector �mi by f−1, and then by minimum distance classifier
in M . Initially, the layout of the two SOMs are the same,
that is

∀�m′ ∈ M ′,∀�m ∈ M

�m′ = f(�m) ⇒ �m′ = �m. (1)

We update the similarity measure by modify the model vec-
tors in M ′ instead of M , so that the relationship between
images in the database and the model vectors in M can be
preserved during the whole learning process.
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C. Similarity Measure Updating

In order to update the similarity measure based on the
inter-query feedback information, we modify the model vec-
tors �m′

i in the new SOM, such that neurons contain similar
images as indicated in the feedback are moved closer to each
others. In inter-query feedback learning, we consider each
query by an user as an iteration in a learning process. As-
sume in the kth iteration, the user marked a set of relevant
images IR and a set of non-relevant images IN during the
whole retrieval process, M ′

R and M ′
N are the corresponding

sets of model vectors respectively. Let c(k) be the vector
has the largest probability to be the user’s target in the
vector space of M ′, and it is defined by

�c = arg max
�v

P (�v|Θ), (2)

where P (�v|Θ) is the probability function of �v to be the user’s
target and it is described in section III-D. We modify the
model vectors with the following equations,

∀�m′
i ∈ M ′

R

�m′
i(k + 1) = �m′

i(k) + αR(k)[�c(k) − �m′
i(k)], (3)

∀�m′
i ∈ M ′

N

�m′
i(k + 1) = �m′

i(k) + αN (k)[�m′
i(k) − �c(k)], (4)

where αR(k) and αN (k) are the learning rates and they are
monotonic decreasing functions. Thus, neurons represent
relevant images are moved closer to the estimated user’s
target and those represent non-relevant images are moved
away from the estimated user’s target. For a long run, the
vector space will be modified, in which neurons represent
different image classes are organized as separated Gaussian-
like clusters.

In a SOM, the nearby neurons in the topology are repre-
senting similar units, so that the learning process can be im-
proved by moving also the neurons that near to the neurons
in the sets MR and MN . Thus, the equations for modifying
the model vectors are defined by,

∀�m′
i ∈ N(M ′

R)
�m′

i(k + 1) = �m′
i(k) + hRi(k)[�c(k) − �m′

i(k)], (5)
∀�m′

i ∈ N(M ′
N )

�m′
i(k + 1) = �m′

i(k) + hNi(k)[�m′
i(k) − �c(k)], (6)

where N(M) is the set of nearby neurons for M , hRci(k) and
hNci(k) are the neighborhood functions. The neighborhood
functions are defined by

hRi(k) = αR(k) · exp
(
−dis(�m′

i(k),M ′
R)

2σ2
R(k)

)
, and (7)

hNi(k) = αN (k) · exp
(
−dis(�m′

i(k),M ′
N )

2σ2
N (k)

)
, (8)

where σR(k) and σN (k) are some monotonic decreasing
functions, and dis(�m′

i(k),M) denote the distance between
the model vector �m′

i(k) and the set M in the SOM topol-
ogy.

D. User’s Target Estimation

In the intra-query learning process, the system presents
a set of images It to the user in each iteration, and the

Fig. 2. Fitting µ and σ for data points selected to display

user marks them as either relevant or non-relevant. The
system uses the set of relevant images IRt and the set of
non-relevant images INt to refine the query. Since the dis-
tribution of similar neurons in the vector space of M ′ is
more or less follow Gaussian distribution, we perform the
user’s target estimation on it instead of the feature vector
space. We define M

′
R as the set of relevant model vectors

in M ′, and we use the EM-based approach proposed in [9]
to estimate user’s target distribution. Since the most am-
biguous images, that will be discussed in III-E, are chosen
to present to the user. The relevant model vectors should
be the boundary cases in the target distribution. Thus, we
maximize the probability that model vectors are located in
the boundary region, we illustrate this idea in Fig. 2. This
is achieved by assuming no correlation between dimensions
and maximizing the following equation,

L(µj , δj) =
∑

�m′
i
∈M ′

R

d∑
j=1

P (m′
ij |µj , δj)×(

1√
2πδj

−P (m′
ij |µj , δj)),

(9)

P (m′
ij |µj , δj) =

1√
2πδj

exp
− (mij−µj)2

2δ2
j (10)

where j is the subscript for dimension and P (.) is a Gaus-
sian density function for a model vector to be the user’s
target in a particular dimension. By differentiate the func-
tion L(µj , δj), we update the parameters by the following
equations,

µj =

∑
�m′

i
∈M ′

R
m′

ij

|M ′
R|

, (11)

δ2
j =

∑
�m′

i
∈M ′

R
((m′

ij − µj)22
1
4 π− 3

4 − δ
1
2
oldj

P
1
2

old(m
′
ij − µj)22

1
2 π− 1

2 )
∑

�m′
i
∈M ′

R
(2

1
4 π− 3

4 − δ
1
2
oldj

P
1
2

old2
1
2 π−1)

.

(12)

E. Images Display Selection

In order to maximize the user’s distinguishing power, we
choose the most ambiguous images to present to the user,
and acquire the feedback information from the user. This
images selection strategy is analogous to the maximum en-
tropy display [6]. Specifically, we choose the model vec-
tors that are ±kδ away from the µ such that P (µ ± kδ) =

1√
2πδ

− P (µ ± kδ), and we use the function f−1 to obtain
the corresponding images. Thus, images which are best for
identifying user’s target distribution are selected.
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IV. Experiment

We perform the experiment on the Corel image collec-
tion, which contains 40,000 images in different categories.
Among the 400 categories, we selected 40 categories, each
contains 100 images and ranges from the category of build-
ings, protait, outdoor scenary, etc., as the ground truth
and human knowledge to run automated tests. For image
feature, we choose to use Color Moment and Cooccurence
Matrix.

The feature of images are first extracted, then these fea-
ture vectors are normalized and used to train a SOM struc-
ture of dimension 18x18. Queries are generated and auto-
matically and evenly distributed among the 40 classes, while
the relevance feedback is generated based on the ground
truth. All displayed images are marked relevant if they are
the same class as the query and the others are marked non-
relevant. The experiment is divided into 3 phrases. In the
first stage, 160 queries are generated to find the average
recall and precision when using intra-query feedback only.
In the second stage, a number of queries are generated and
both intra-query feedback and inter-query feedback is used
to retrieve and train the system respectively. In the final
stage, 160 queries are generated again to find the average
recall and precision after inter-query feedback is applied.
Table IV shows the parameters used in the experiment.

Parameter Value

Number of images 4000
Number of categories 40
Number of iterations used
in inter-query feedback 150,200,250,300
Number of iterations used
in intra-query feedback 9
Ratio of push and pull 20
Feature used Color Moment (9-dimensions)

Cooccurence Matrix (20-dimensions)

TABLE I

Parameters used in experiment

Figure 3 shows the increase in precision value after inter-
query feedback at different R-precision values. Fig. 4 shows
the Recall-Precision graph, averaged among 160 queries, be-
fore and after inter-query feedback. Experiment indicates
that the improvement is sensitive to the push-pull value,
their ratio and the number of iterations used in inter-query
feedback.
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Fig. 3. Precision improvement
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Fig. 4. Recall-Precision graph

V. Conclusions

The distribution of image classes in low-level feature
space is often not clustered, in which user’s target distri-
bution is difficult to estimate. In this paper, we proposed a
SOM based approach for re-organizing the feature space of
images using inter-query feedback information. As a result,
the distribution of similar images will more or less follow a
Gaussian distribution which is more efficient for estimating
user’s target distribution. We also demonstrate improve-
ment in retrieval accuracy through experiments.
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